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People Who Don’t Think
This is our annual celebration of National Theory of Evolution Day (April 1).

Our April issue is always light-hearted because
humor is often a good way to present the truth.
Humor is disarming. If you take an illogical idea
and exaggerate it to an absurdly illogical
conclusion, the fundamental flaw becomes
obvious. If you make the exaggeration funny
enough, it is memorable, too.

Abiogenesis
Take abiogenesis (the notion that life can arise
spontaneously from non-living matter) for
example. We have often noted that there are only
two documented cases of abiogenesis: Pinocchio
and Frosty the Snowman! The natural reaction
for an evolutionist is to counter with, “That’s not
true! There are lots of examples of non-living
material coming to life. There’s … uh, … well, …
just let me think for a minute, … There are just too
many examples to name them all!”
Our video, Evolution for Intellectuals, 1 starred
Frankencell, the random collection of DNA,
proteins, and amino acids which somehow got
trapped inside a membrane and came to life
without the aid of a mad doctor and his deformed
assistant.
1

Evolutionists believe this happened because
the Earth’s early atmosphere contained no
oxygen, and was made up of methane and
ammonia. If methane and ammonia can cause
organic chemicals to come to life, why don’t new
forms of life arise spontaneously in dirty diapers?

http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v13i9f.htm
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I respect Dr. Miller because he thought about
the problem of how life began. On the other hand,
people who don’t think, and just accept without
question the assertion that life began accidentally
in a warm pond billions of years ago, don’t
deserve any respect at all.

Boobzilla
People who don’t think, just accept the idea
that a reptile evolved into a mammal despite the
fact that there is no evidence that Boobzilla ever
existed.
It is simply ridiculous. The key is, “simply.”
Rather than trying to explain all the technical
reasons why abiogenesis is impossible, the joke
compels a thoughtful response. The goal is to get
evolutionists to think about what they believe and
why they believe it. The more they think, the less
they will believe.
Students in American public schools are
taught that Stanley Miller performed an
experiment which showed how amino acids, the
“building blocks of life,” form “naturally.” That
depends on how you define, “naturally.” One
could say automobiles form naturally because no
magic, miracles, or supernatural powers are
involved in their manufacture.
Natural forces are purposely manipulated to
manufacture everything. Stanley Miller used a
system of beakers and tubing and flames to force
a particular brew of chemicals to manufacture
amino acids “naturally.” His experiment involved
a configuration which could not have happened
accidentally.
All the components of the
experiment were connected on purpose,
according to a design.
Evolutionists believe that Stanley Miller
showed how life could arise spontaneously—but
Miller didn’t believe he had. That’s why he spent
the next five decades working on the problem.

People who don’t think, simply accept the
foolish notion that sweat glands evolved into
mammary glands, and scales turned into hair.
There really are people who believe that. Andy is
one of them. He read it in a medical book, and
didn’t question it. 3

Flowers
People who don’t think, believe that plants just
accidentally discovered how to change sunlight
into fuel through photosynthesis. And, by some
unbelievable coincidence, bees and plants
evolved at the same time because bees need
flowers and flowers need bees.

I really admire Dr. Miller, and would have loved
to have met him. There must have been some
reason why he believed with all his heart that life
arose by chance.
He knew none of the
naturalistic explanations for the origin of life could
be true, so he spent his entire life searching for a
valid scientific confirmation of his belief—and he
failed to find it. That failure doesn’t mean his life
was wasted.
If someone so brilliant and
dedicated, who wanted so earnestly to find
scientific confirmation for his belief, could not find
a plausible scenario for how life began
accidentally, that scenario must not exist. 2
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Disclosure, June 2007, “Stanley Miller’s Final
Word”, http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v11i9n.htm
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Disclosure, January 2002, “Sweating Milk”,
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v6i4e.htm

Where’s the Song Parody?

Evolution in the News

Regular readers know that the April newsletter
typically includes a parody song in which I take a
well-known song (like, “I Heard it Through the
Grapevine”) and change the words to make fun of
an evolutionary belief (like, “I Heard it Through my
Jawbone”). I didn’t do that this year because
those songs aren’t funny unless you know the
original song.
Watching the Grammies the last few years, I
only knew two or three out of all the nominated
songs. I don’t know any popular songs well
enough to make fun of them. Younger readers
probably don’t know the old songs I know.
Since the style of music has changed so much
in recent years, and I wanted to be relevant to our
younger readers, I wrote this original song in
modern pop-song style instead. Then I made a
music video using images from Evolution for
Intellectuals. 4

Thought
Experiments
Philosophers think. Scientists
experiment.
The contradictory term “thought experiment”
has become common in scientific literature since
Schrödinger's cat experiment in 1935. There’s no
such thing as a thought experiment. You either
do the experiment, or you just think about doing
an experiment. If you don’t actually do it, it isn’t
an experiment!
Schrödinger's cat is a thought experiment,
sometimes described as a paradox, devised by
Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger in 1935.
It illustrates what he saw as the problem of the
Copenhagen
interpretation
of
quantum
mechanics applied to everyday objects. The
scenario presents a hypothetical cat that may be
simultaneously both alive and dead, a state
known as a quantum superposition, as a result
of being linked to a random subatomic event
that may or may not occur. 5

People Who Don’t Think
(Chorus)
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
(Verse 1)
People Who Don’t Think don’t question anything
People Who Don’t Think won’t go against the crowd
People Who Don’t Think don’t have any common sense
(Chorus)
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
(Verse 2)
People Who Don’t Think won’t listen to both sides
People Who Don’t Think are afraid to learn the truth
People Who Don’t Think don’t question anything
(Chorus)
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think
Evolution is believed by People Who Don’t Think

Animal rights’ activists will be glad to know that
no actual cats were harmed in Schrödinger’s
experiment because he never actually did the
experiment—he only thought about it, and thinking
about an experiment is just as valid as actually
doing the experiment! ☺ At least, that seems to be
the consensus in science today.
Last month,
reported,

New

Scientist

breathlessly

A twist on the famous Schrödinger’s cat
thought experiment could undermine quantum
physics – or provide a path to a deeper
understanding of how the world works. 6
The details aren’t important. All that matters is
that an experiment that wasn’t really done in 2019
contradicts an experiment that wasn’t really done
in 1935, and scientists have been thrown into a
tizzy about it!

4

Hear it performed by Death Valley Dave at
http://www.scienceagainstevolution.info/music/PWDT.mp3 .
The music video is at https://youtu.be/2vE1bF6J5Og and
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/video/PWDT.mp4 .
The Evolution for Intellectuals video is at
https://youtu.be/NHodXgM52tw and
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/video/EFI.mp4 .
The story behind Evolution for Intellectuals is at
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v13i9f.htm .
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger%27s_cat

Richard Webb, New Scientist, 20 March 2019,
“Schrödinger’s kittens: New thought experiment
breaks quantum theory”,
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg24132220100-schrodingers-kittens-new-thought-experimentbreaks-quantum-theory/
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governing principle in nature, explaining,
among other things, the adaptation of species to
their niche – a process that appears purposeful,
but actually arises from random processes. It
may seem a stretch to describe the Homeostat’s
change over time, from wild motion to stability,
as “evolution”. After all, it lacks all the
trappings we associate with Darwinian
evolution – such as life and reproduction. Yet,
there is a growing belief that the same forces
driving Ashby’s machine hold the key to a
wider concept of evolution, one that can
encompass semi-living and even nonliving
systems. This new view may prove essential to
understanding the functioning of ecosystems
and even the origin of life. Most intriguingly, it
bolsters the Gaia hypothesis, the controversial
idea that the biosphere acts like a giant
organism, one that self-regulates to keep
conditions just right for life. 9

For quantum physicists, it is more of a
tormentor, clawing at their belief in a treasured
theory and coughing up hairballs over its claim
to provide true enlightenment about the
workings of reality. 7
We encourage you to follow the link in the
footnote to read the New Scientist article—but
don’t pay too much attention to what their
conclusions are. Pay attention to how they come
to those conclusions. The entire article is 100%
science free. It is entirely philosophical, which is
why no firm conclusion can be reached.

Gaia
In that same issue of New Scientist, it was also
claimed,
The controversial Gaia hypothesis sees
Earth as a superorganism adapted to be perfect
for life. A weird type of evolution may finally
show how that actually happens. 8
The article begins by describing a 1948
experiment in which a device called a Homeostat
tried to balance four pivoting magnets.
Sometimes it worked—sometimes it didn’t.
A simpler experiment in a baby’s nursery
proves the same thing. If you hang combinations
of differently weighted objects on the mobile
hanging above the crib, sometimes you can make
all the differently weighted objects on different
length arms balance perfectly, and sometimes
there just is no way to balance them at all.
Both experiments prove the same thing. Some
combinations of things can be balanced, and
some can’t. The only difference between the
experiments is that the 1948 experiment used an
analog computer to try to balance magnetic
forces, and the nursery mobile experiment used
you to try to balance gravitational forces.
More importantly, both are actual experiments.
Both can actually be done. A thought experiment
is useful only as far as it might lead to an actual
experiment. The thought experiment by itself is
nothing more than unconfirmed speculation.

Balancing Evolution
The New Scientist article claimed
evolution is the result of natural balancing.

that

Ashby believed this “ultrastability” to be a
7

ibid.
Bob Holmes, New Scientist, 20 March 2019, “Gaia
rebooted: New version of idea explains how Earth
evolved for life”,
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg24132220200-gaia-rebooted-new-version-of-idea-explains-howearth-evolved-for-life/
4
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There is no science here.
It is simply
speculation that the Earth will use evolution to
balance itself naturally.
I predict this new hypothesis will be soundly
rejected for purely political reasons. If evolution
will naturally balance the Earth, then there is no
need to worry about climate change.
That
conclusion is politically unacceptable, regardless
of whether it is true or not. If Gaia is going to save
herself, there is no need for a Green New Deal.

Biosphere 2
At the risk of bringing actual science into the
discussion, we must point out that there was an
experiment to test the self-balancing hypothesis.
Biosphere 2 was only used twice for its
original intended purposes as a closed-system
experiment: once from 1991 to 1993, and the
second time from March to September 1994.
Both attempts, though heavily publicized, ran
into problems including low amounts of food
and oxygen, die-offs of many animals and
plants included in the experiment. 10
The Biosphere 2 experiments were flawed and
controversial, to say the least—but at least they
were actual experiments!
Some of you are too young to remember
Biosphere 2, so let us remind you of what you
never knew. In the 1990’s, environmentalists
were warning everyone that Earth would be
uninhabitable in the next 10 or so years. They
said the only way humanity could survive was to
colonize Mars or the Moon. We would have to
learn to build a completely self-contained, sealed
9

ibid.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biosphere_2

10

structure with a perfectly balanced ecological
system. Biosphere 2 was supposed to be that
perfectly balanced ecosystem.
It turned out to be more difficult to design a
perfectly balanced ecosystem than the scientists
expected. When Biosphere 2 started to become
uninhabitable, they had to cheat by introducing
oxygen from the outside, and make some other
modifications.
In fairness, not all of the problems were
biological. There were unanticipated economic,
psychological and political issues inside and
outside the Biosphere. When things start going
wrong, the natural human response is to blame
somebody else. Even people who were there
disagree on what really happened, and who was
to blame. The only thing we know for sure is that
the attempt to make a sustainable, enclosed
environment which would support a small human
society indefinitely, failed miserably.
Biosphere 2 was falsely criticized as being “not
scientific” because of the political motivation for
the experiment; but Biosphere 2 really was a
scientific experiment. There was a hypothesis
that a particular combination of life forms could
form a sustainable circle of life. That hypothesis
was tested and found to be false. The hypothesis
was tweaked several times, and every
modification failed.
That doesn’t prove that a self-sustaining
sealed environment can’t be designed. A different
combination of plants and animals might have
succeeded. It just isn’t practical to try every
possible combination.
Biosphere 2 proved that designing a balanced,
self-sustaining ecosystem that remains stable for
a year or two is really, really hard. The natural
conclusion is that a balanced, self-sustaining
ecosystem, which lasts for thousands of years,
isn’t likely to have happened by chance. It is just
too hard to balance that many things.
As well balanced as the ecosystem is, it is
clear that it is slowly becoming unbalanced. It is
an undeniable fact that many species have gone
extinct.
New Scientist claims that Ashby’s Homeostat
machine “bolsters the Gaia hypothesis, the
controversial idea that the biosphere acts like a
giant organism, one that self-regulates to keep
conditions just right for life.’ Perhaps, if humanity
killed off all the cattle, preventing them from
causing global warming by producing methane,
Gaia would self-regulate and keep conditions just
right for some other combination of life forms—but
there is no way to know for sure (without killing off
all the cattle and observing the result).

Nobody would have spent a penny building
Biosphere 2 without doing a lot of analysis first.
They no doubt did computer modeling which told
them how much oxygen the plants would produce.
Apparently those models were wrong.
This newsletter started out as a light-hearted
look at things that People Who Don’t Think accept
as truth; but it has taken a serious turn.
Thinking that unverified philosophy is actually
settled science can lead people to believe all sorts
of crazy things. There is no scientific confirmation
that some mixture of chemicals can combine
accidentally to produce a living cell. There is no
plausible scientific explanation for how a coldblooded, egg-laying reptile could become a warmblooded mammal which could nurse live young.
Yes, there is a symbiotic relationship between
bees and flowers—but there is no proof that
relationship happened by chance. There isn’t any
proof that the symbiotic relationship happened on
purpose, either—but that supposition is at least
plausible.

Students Who Don’t Think
On March 15, students all over the world
protested government inaction on climate change.
11
These students said,
We, the youth of America, are striking
because the science says we have just a few
years to transform our energy system, reduce
our greenhouse gas emissions, and prevent the
worst effects of climate change. 12
They claim to have the solutions. How much
does a sixth-grader really know about how to save
the planet? Children just believe what they are
told about climate change, just like they believe
what they are told about evolution, because they
believe what “the science says” without question.
This is the problem with our public school
science education. Students are told things and
not allowed to question them. This started when
evolutionists got courts to prevent both sides of
the creation/evolution controversy from being
presented in class.
Now universities have “safe spaces,” where
snowflakes can be protected from diverse
opinions. It might damage their feeble little minds
to suggest to them that the propaganda they
received in public school was false! Students
need to be taught to think!
11

CNN, March 15, 2019, “Global Climate Strike:
Students around the world protest climate inaction”,
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/global-climatestrike-students-protest-climate-inaction-intl/index.html
12
https://www.youthclimatestrikeus.org/platform
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Web Site of the Month – April 2019
by Lothar Janetzko

Darwin’s God
http://darwins-god.blogspot.com/2012/05/you-wont-believewhat-evolutionists.html
How Religion Drives Science and why it Matters
The website review for this month looks at a blog post from Thursday, May 3, 2012, which has the title,
“You Won’t Believe What Evolutionists Believe.”
The post begins with the observation that “Evolutionists argue about many things but one thing they
agree on is that their idea is a scientific fact. It is the one, definite, consensus position within evolutionary
thought. Evolutionists say their idea is as much a fact as is gravity, the roundness of the Earth and
heliocentricity.”
What follows in the post are quotes from various individuals, a professor and numerous evolutionists, and
even the National Academy of Sciences, which state that evolution is a fact.
It is interesting to learn that about 30 years after Darwin’s book was published, evolution professor
Joseph Le Conte wrote this: “Evolution is certainly a legitimate induction from the facts of biology. But we
are prepared to go much further. We are confident that evolution is absolutely certain.”
The quotes from numerous evolutionists all really want you to believe that evolution is an absolute fact
that should not be questioned.
Evolutionist R. C. Lewontin wrote this in a scientific journal: “It is a fact that all living forms come from
previous living forms. Therefore, all present forms of life arose from ancestral forms that were different.
Birds arose from nonbirds and humans from nonhumans. No person who pretends to any understanding of
the natural world can deny these facts any more than she or he can deny that the earth is round, rotates on
its axis, and revolves around the sun.”
It is the blog author’s belief that “we do not know evolution to be a fact. Not even close. If anything, we
know that the idea is greatly challenged by science. It certainly is not a scientific fact. And so, the
evolutionist’s certainty that evolution is fact is a sign of underlying metaphysics. When people believe in
things that they don’t understand and, furthermore, insist they are right and everyone is wrong, and anyone
who dares to question must be blackballed, then there is a problem.”
Typical of blog posts, you will find links to the Blog Archive on the main page of the site which provide
links to posts from 2009 to 2019. By selecting a particular year, you can select a month and then be
provided by a one- or two-line abbreviated title for past posts. Also, you will find comments provided by
readers of the post and suggested Links provided by Cornelius Hunter, the author of the post.

You are permitted (even encouraged)
to copy and distribute this newsletter.
Disclosure, the Science Against Evolution newsletter, is edited by R. David Pogge.

All back issues are on-line at ScienceAgainstEvolution.info.
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